It is in the view of general public, the forensic science department is solely made for analysing the death or rape crime after the crime scene such as a murder or rape had happened. Our media whether it is printed or visual especially movies project us that a criminologist expert come to collect the evidence of the crime scene. They extract some residuals of the crime and investigate in labs and arrive at a conclusion about the criminal and the crime. A common man’s perception on the contribution of forensic science to the national security is up to that level only.

On the contrary, in reality forensic science is very important in the field of finance also for the economic security of our country. We commonly hear and read a lot of financial frauds like accounting and financial irregularities and organizational frauds. The same visuals of investigation into a murder or rape crime is carried out by a Financial forensic analyst for financial frauds as well. Financial forensics or Forensic Accounting plays a vital role in the following of a financial crime:

- To detect the fraud
- To gather evidence of the fraud
- To bring criminals to justice

Thus financial forensics contribute to the national security by investigating and preventing financial frauds.